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Heroin is powerful. Visitors will learn to plan overdose, detoxification, rehabilitation, intensive outpatient
programming (IOP), and the recovering addict’s addiction.s firsthand accounts of his experiences battling
his son’ Learn how the epidemic of heroin addiction kills our kids, destroys their parents, and shatters
households, from an American dad’s come back from surviving in hopeless infatuation with heroin’ As this
enthralling, true-story drama unfolds, readers will learn about heroin and how to navigate the uncharted
waters of the heroin addiction healing process. It can kill you and folks you love, even though you haven't
laid eyes onto it. Author Robert Hobbs candidly shares his personal tragedy and emotional journey while
creating a comprehensive how-to guide that all parents, loved ones, and users of the affected community
must go through.s never-ceasing seduction to a standard, yet clean and sober existence.
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Education is essential, to stop the suffering I actually commend Bob for sharing his story. Opioids took over
many family members and lives, people do not believe it will eventually them or themselves and sadly
they're mistaken.. Thank you Bob for putting your story in print.a story that lots of don't.With people like
Bobb Hobbs and many others, working to gain awareness and by educating others, there exists a chance that
others won't have to suffer. Education may be the key in trying to avoid going right through this hell, or
having the strength to understand that you are not by yourself in the vast selection of emotions that may
occur, if you are heading through it.I believe so many don't want to look at the opioid epidemic because they
think it could only be a junkies issue, not really theirs. They are vastly incorrect, this may and does happen
to people from all walks of life. Found this book 1 month too late Great book! It's not someone always
chooses to set out to do, it isn't. This is the reality of the world we live in. Because opioid addiction is
normally increasing at epidemic prices, Personally i think that this is crucial read for everyone. Blown
Away.. Being armed with information is always useful and in the event you or someone you care about is
faced with addiction this might just save your life! Horrified.. for quite some time.. Amazed Roberts Heroin
- Living and Dying with an Addict You Love can be an amazing, yet horrifying, publication about Heroin
and the effect this drug has on the individuals it grabs onto, the groups of those addicted and our culture. I
have been impressed by Robert's story about his son's addiction and the whirlwind of fallout that comes
from the worst factor you can imagine as a parent. Bob gives sound information and practical action
programs based on his real life knowledge. We must decrease the stigma associated with discussing
addiction and Bob's book gives us an honest point of reference to join the conversation. Awesome book
awesome man! This book could save the life of someone you like!.. We need to understand this info out to
the general public and combat the shame/harm addiction can play in families. Having dropped people I
enjoy addiction Natural, powerful, heartbreaking. A must-read for all! I've learned a lot about heroin and its
make use of since I started scanning this book. This book offers a real-world, whole-life method of
overcoming addiction and achieving wellness intertwined with the author's personal experience along with
his son's heroin addiction. A must read for any relative of an addict or for individuals who seek guidance on
the street to recovery. I will be purchasing and sending many copies of the book. Coping with a child's
opiate addiction is definitely in itself a horrific and nerve-racking day-to-day circumstance but to increase
that the ability to placed into words the emotions he is feeling is nearly impossible for most.. Finished it in
one sitting, this is a must read for anyone going right through - living and dying with an addict. Written from
the heart.! The description of just how addicting the high from Heroin can be, and how injection leads to an
almost unbreakable addiction haunts me. There were points where I wanted to cry. I can't compare to
additional books on the topic since this one is the only one I've examine, but I found it to become a good
mix of his tale, and real, solid assistance. I liked the finish of chapter summaries. This book doesn't sugar
coat Heroin use. This is a very well written book in regards to a subject that many people want to keep
hidden in a closet. Having lost people I love to addiction, I am acquainted with the discomfort and
helplessness. Thankfully, I don't have someone you care about on Heroin therefore i knew nothing about any
of it until I started attending Nar Anon meetings. My son was buying opiates on the street and then last
summer I found out that he and my grandson had been using meth. I hope that by learning just as much as I
can about Heroin use that I may be able to help someone, user or their loved ones, some time.. Wow For this
guy to be a parent in this point in time and have NO clue abiut heroin or that his boy was on it 4 yrs prior to
him realizing. It really is relatable and to be honest therapeutic as someone who has watched two close
family come to conditions and live above substance abuse. Must read might save the Life of someone you
care about! This book is truly an inspiration!! Must read for anyone!!. Opioids usually do not discriminate
and will affect people of all walks of lifestyle, doctors, lawyers, nurses among many others have however
experienced opioid addiction also. Bob unselfishly shares his true to life story to help others better deal with
these real situations so hopefully one day you will not need to walk in his sneakers.. True hero! Must Read!

Great heartfelt read Bob did a wonderful job writing this. It can start with prescribed pain medication from a
required surgery. Hit's home since it educates This was sometimes a challenging book to read. Come home
Little Boy Blue, your family is waiting. I possibly could relate to Bob's story - word for word. My Girl was
six months clean and we thought she was on her behalf way to full recovery. If I found this book one month
previous, we would did so a lot of things differently and I'm certain our daughter would be with us.
Emotional Ride To wear your heart on your sleeve as Bob did in this reserve is a superb testament to the
kind of guy he truly is. Bob's story and education helps you to save many families. Good read. Goes through
the helpless and hopeless . I have to say my eyes did not stay dry reading this book but I possibly could not
place it down and the suggestions and information was very helpful.. Good read. Takes you through the
helpless and hopeless stuff after that how to try and fix yourself not really the addict. Powerful, raw,
insightful If you believe Heroin is a ghetto medication, reconsider. It is well crafted, and filled with
information to educate about Heroin addiction. This publication is spot on, and every parent raising
teenagers should read this publication. I recommend passing this book on to someone you know and also
require a loved one struggling with this secret addiction. Must read for families of addicts Once you learn
someone struggling with addiction this book is i'm all over this for emotions, life situations, and challenges
being faced by households and loved ones addicts. I thank him for the power and courage to share what is a
crazy and emotional journey.displays. Thank you, Bob, for sharing a part of your lifestyle that has not been
pleasurable for you..well.detachment to a high degree. Personally i think sorry for Jack. Wish all works out
well non-etheless. But this epidemic is usually real and offers been. You cannot deny the love Bob provides
for his boy and family.. That is a sad unfortunate example of what happens when parents are not an integral
part of their children's lives. Let this be considered a cautionary tale.! Kudos to be such an advocate and
assisting people better understand this ugly disease. A Must Read! What an amazing and true journey of a
father through the cordors of hell and back again.. While reading it, I experienced to stop so I could hug my
child.
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